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Reviewed by Linda Levendusky

Add two more names to the growing 
list of unheralded modernists begging 
for inclusion in the annals of Viennese 
design history.  Austrian architectural 
historian Ursula Prokop shoulders the 
cause for a gifted Czech husband and wife 
design couple in her book, Jacques and 
Jacqueline Groag, Architect and Designer: 
Two Hidden Figures of the Viennese 
Modern Movement.

Currently the subject of an exhibition 
at the Palm Springs Art Museum, 
Jacqueline Groag (1903–1985), née 
Hilde Blumberger, born Pick, is the 
better known of the two today.  In 
1939 she escaped with her husband 
Jacques (1892–1962) to London where 
she assumed the new name Jacqueline 
and found an enthusiastic audience 
for her colorful, stylized figurative 
and abstract patterns.  Examples of 
her work  on display in the exhibition, 
Pattern Play: The Contemporary 
Designs of Jacqueline Groag, come 
from British modernism collectors Jill 
Wiltse and H. Kirk Brown III of Denver.  
They have been bringing Jacqueline’s work 
to public attention for more than a decade 
through their loans to museum exhibitions 
in Denver, Phoenix, Washington, D.C., the 
U.K., and now Palm Springs.

Channeling her Viennese training,  Groag’s 
playful and sophisticated approach can 
be traced to her student days in the late 
1920s at the Kunstgewerbeschule  (Arts & 
Crafts School) in Vienna where she studied 
under Wiener Werkstätte co-founder Josef 

Hoffmann (nicknamed “squarish Hoffmann” for 
his geometric design style, Prokop writes) and 
Franz Cižek, an artist and educational reformer 
who started the Child Art Movement.  She 
regarded her designs as art, later signing them 

“Jacqueline,” and took inspiration not only from 
the Wiener Werkstätte but from fine artists 
such as Paul Klee, Piet Mondrian, Oskar 
Schlemmer, and Jean Arp.  As Prokop points 
out, in the Vienna of this era women from 
the Jewish middle classes, like Jacqueline, 
were significantly drawn to the pursuit of an 
independent, professional life, especially as 
artists and craftswomen.

Charismatic and intelligent, she and Jacques 
crossed paths within the circles of progressive 
bohemians, intellectuals, and fellow 
assimilated Jews who were flourishing as 
creators and patrons in prewar Vienna where 
Jacques had come to study civil engineering 
in 1910.  He was from Olomouc (or Olmütz in 
German) in northeastern Moravia; she from 
Bohemian Prague.  Their work was recognized 
early on, with the Wiener Werkstätte buying 
many of Jacqueline’s designs while she was 
still a student and later employing her after 
she graduated.  Not long after opening his 
own office in 1926, Jacques was hired by the 
master architect Adolf Loos to oversee the 
construction of his Moller Villa in Vienna, 
considered a highlight of Loos's late career.  
Prokop’s research also surmises but can’t 
confirm that Jacques may have augmented 
his engineering training by attending the little-
documented architectural school that Loos 
ran in Vienna starting in 1912.   

Prokop mines numerous public and private 
archives and sources to piece together a 
detailed history of the Groags, especially 
of the less familiar Jacques and his work 
in Austria and Czechoslovakia.  Her book 
is filled with color and black and white 
images of the couple and their work, 
building plans, the properties’ current 
condition, and a catalogue of each 
designer’s projects.  (As a side note, in 
1932 the family of Carrie Paterson, the 
book’s publisher and designer, owned 
half of a modernist duplex designed and 
furnished by Jacques as part of Vienna’s 
Werkbundsiedlung model housing 
development showcasing the modern way 
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of living.  His was one of the few homes in 
the project to attract a buyer.)

Soon after setting up shop earlier, Jacques 
had signed on as chief builder, costs estimator, 
and sometime planner to a challenging 
construction project for architecture-
obsessed siblings Ludwig Wittgenstein, the 
later prominent philosopher, and Margaret 
Stonborough for her large new house in 
Vienna (now called the Wittgenstein house).  
In this same period in the late 1920s, Jacques 
received his first independent job as architect, 
to build and furnish a villa for his older brother 
in their hometown.  

A SPECIFICALLY VIENNESE LIVING STYLE
When building projects slowed with Austria’s 
economic decline at the end of the 1920s, 
Jacques’ contacts among Vienna’s actors, 
artists, and the upper bourgeoise brought him 
a series of commissions for interior design 
jobs and earned him a reputation for the 
elegant lightness and transparency of his work.  
In the distinctive, Viennese-modern manner 
of the day, Jacques’s interiors balanced 
functionalism, comfort, and an attractive 
ambiance, an approach Prokop characterizes 
as “a specifically Viennese living style which 
also found appreciation abroad.”  His use of 
simple seating, recessed shelving, glass cases, 
indirect lighting, Japanese mats, curtain room 
dividers, and delicate gradations of pastels 
and other soft colors seemed to melt the walls.  
Prokop argues that his talents were especially 
realized in the elegant spatial solutions and 
economical folding and multi-functional 

furniture he devised for clients with smaller 
budgets and studio apartment-sized spaces.  
Numerous publications featured his furniture, 
including one of his specialties: a variety of 
sparely elegant vanity tables, some with mirror 
panels cleverly folded into cabinets.  

In the meantime, the relatively better Czech 
economy offered him new opportunities 
to flex his architectural design muscles, 
and in the mid-1930s he was alternating 
between some half-dozen residential and 
commercial architecture projects in the 
two countries, as well as interior design 
jobs.  Whatever the assignment, his projects 
demonstrated his personal flair along with 
his knowledge of contemporary Viennese, 
Czech, and international architectural design 
currents.  As the 1930s progressed, he relaxed 
his early Cubic verticality and more astringent 
attachment to Loos’s open-plan, Raumplan 
arrangements of varying room heights and 
levels.  East Asian-inspired curves and 
biomorphic elements (then trending in certain 
Austrian architecture circles) entered into his 
architecture designs and his skillful blendings of 
building and site, for which he was also known. 

STARTING ANEW
Arriving in London after fleeing Hitler’s 
intrusions, first out of Vienna and then later 
from Prague just before the border closed, 
Jacques found a cooler reception in a country 
where modernist architecture had not yet 
gained traction.  He and Jacqueline rented 
an apartment in Lawn Road Flats, one of 
the few modernist residential buildings in 

England (see CADS Magazine Winter/Spring 
2021), and they remained there for almost 
twenty years.  Now in his mid-40s, Jacques 
also resumed his original love of painting and 
later exhibited some of his artwork.  Hindered 
perhaps by his lack of English, an inherent 
modesty, few connections, and lingering 
psychological effects from his military service 
on the front lines in World War I, he was never 
able to reestablish his footing as a practicing 
architect and his subsequent reputation came 
to rest on the furniture, exhibition spaces, and 
interiors he designed in the U.K.   

A wartime shortage of raw materials combined 
with the need for the quick production 
of furniture to replace that lost in the 
bombings opened the way for space-saving, 
inexpensive, but more stylish “utility furniture” 
like that previously designed by Jacques 
and his second-wave Viennese modernist 
contemporaries in housing-strapped Austria.  
When furniture manufacturer Sir Gordon 
Russell, director of England’s Council of 
Industrial Design, needed help with British 
government’s Utility Furniture Scheme, he 
tapped Jacques, later writing: “The modern 
movement was in his blood and he provided 
exactly the right counter-irritant to the 
more prosaic outlook which might so easily 
have grown up owing to the bludgeoning of 
difficulties and shortages of every kind.”  Over 
its ten-year lifetime, the program stimulated 
a rise in general living and design standards, 
introducing fashionable, affordable furniture 
to a mass audience during one of the most 
innovative periods of 20th Century British 

Left to right:  Jacques and Jacqueline Groag, Prague, 1939. Courtesy of Dr. Willi Groag/Eve Linden. • Jacqueline Groag, untitled design with architectonic 
elements, 1948, roller-printed rayon, manufactured by David Whitehead Ltd. 1951.
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design—an era in which 
emigree European designers 

featured prominently, Prokop notes.  

In the mid-1940s Jacques was put in charge of 
design for a small trade exhibition exploring 
solutions for the housing shortage, followed 
next by a plum assignment overseeing design 
for the entire furniture and textiles section 
in the popular Britain Can Make It industrial 
show.  A deprived, postwar public flocked 
to see Britain’s best-in-design consumer 
goods, pitched mainly to export markets 
needed to revive the country’s depleted 
economy.  Jacques’s use of indirect lighting 
and contemporary ambiance made the 
roped-off, furnished exhibit rooms fashioned 
with specific fictitious users in mind (such as 
a sports commentator, a research engineer, 
a family of five) the most popular of the 
show’s 32 wide-ranging sections.  More than 
3,000 goods from nearly 80 designers were 
displayed in a damaged wing of the Victoria 
and Albert Museum (V&A), still emptied of its 
art collection that had been moved to safety 
during the war.  Jacqueline designed the large 
fabric wall panels and Jacques had a living 
room furnished with his own designs, including 
metal-framed armchairs (at the time aluminum 
was readily available; upholstery fabric and 
wood were not).  In 1951, the couple also 
collaborated on the striking information kiosk 
and exhibition office of the legendary Festival 
of Britain, the multi-site, months-long, London 
expo now recognized for its role in reshaping 
postwar British design.  Their individual work 
also appeared among the fair’s displays.

Notwithstanding this promising start, 
Jacques’s commissions in the U.K. never 
engaged the full range of his impressively 
varied skills, and his occasional architecture 
projects were limited to interiors.  Even the 
circumstances of his death conspired to deny 
him recognition.  In 1962 he died of a heart 
attack while riding a London city bus on his 
way to the opera.  Because he had been 
robbed of his wallet, he remained unidentified 
for days while his wife searched for him.

CRIME AND ORNAMENT 
If Jacques took his foundational cues from 
Loos, Jacqueline’s sprang from the philosophy 
of the rival Vienna Secession.  Far from 
being the “crime” Loos decried in his now-
famous lecture and essay Ornament and 
Crime, decoration for Hoffmann and the 
Secessionists was celebrated as an integral 
element in their drive to create total artistic 
environments, utilizing all facets of architecture 
and design, from structure to furnishings.  In 
England Jacqueline’s foreign pedigree and 
lyrical designs were regarded as a breath of 
fresh air.  Before emigrating she had also spent 
time in New York and Paris, and her patterns 
had caught the eye of leading Parisian fashion 
houses Chanel, Lanvin, and Schiaparelli who 
used them in dress fabrics.  Her textile designs 
medaled at a fair in Milan and her printed 
fabrics placed first at the 1937 Paris Exposition 
Internationale des Arts et Techniques dans 
la Vie Moderne.  However, little traces of her 
early designs have survived.

Over her long and very successful freelance 
career of nearly half a century in England, 
Jacqueline first specialized in patterns for 
printed cotton clothing and rayon upholstery 
fabrics, branching out in the 1950s into 
hand-painted, limited edition wallpapers.  
Eventually, she was designing for carpets, 
laminates, even playing cards, matchboxes, 
and, in the U.S., greeting cards for Hallmark.  
Her designs outfitted and upholstered the 
interiors of BOAC planes, a ferry line, and 
British Rail cars, leading Jacqueline to quip, 

“My designs are used by land, sea and air.”  

Her cheery, bright-colored style resonated 
with mid-century modern tastes and the 
unwavering quality, perfectionism, and 
originality of her work kept her relevant to 
the end.  At age 81 she was named a Royal 
Designer for Industry, the highest design 
accolade awarded by the country in which 
she and Jacques became citizens in 1947. 

Where designers like Jacqueline once 
remained anonymously in the shadows in 
modernist histories, accorded less status 
as creators of mere surface patterns and 
decoration, today she is familiar in Britain as 
a leading figure in the field.  Samples of her 
textile, wallpaper, plastic laminate Wareite 
(a successor to Bakelite), and other designs 
are in the permanent collection of the V&A 
which also holds the couple’s archives.  She 
is already the sole subject of a 2009 book by 
another author, and in Palm Springs her work 
will be on view through November 20.

With Prokop as able guide, the Groags make 
a posthumous, overdue trip back to the 
countries that forced them out, intent on 
effacing both them and their design footprints, 
and significantly affecting the shape and 
subsequent reception of their evolution 
as designers.  If the aim of Prokop’s dual 
biography succeeds, the Groags’s standing 
will be reinserted into Viennese accounts 
of its own expanding modernist histories—
Jacques as a typical, talented representative 
of the country’s second modernist movement, 
Jacqueline as an influential ambassador of the 
Wiener Werkstätte aesthetic abroad.

Left to right: Jacqueline Groag, First Night, textile design conceived for Schiaparelli based on an opening 
at the Paris Opera House, c. 1937-38. Roller-printed rayon, published in Ambassador, December 
1946. • Jacques Groag, Gas station, Bro, Czech Republic, c. 1937-38, published in Architectural Review. 
• Jacqueline Groag, Puppet Ballet, 1954, printed cotton, manufactured by Assoc. of American Artists. • All 
fabric images courtesy of Collection of Jill A. Wiltse and H. Kirk Brown III, Denver, CO.


